Relative contributions of systemic hemodynamic variables to cerebral autoregulation during orthostatic stress.
Postural changes impair the ability of the cerebrovasculature to buffer against dynamic pressure fluctuations, but the mechanisms underlying this impairment have not been elucidated. We hypothesized that autoregulatory impairment may reflect the impact of static central volume shifts on hemodynamic factors other than arterial pressure (AP). In 14 young volunteers, we assessed the relation of fluctuations in cerebral blood flow (CBF) to those in AP, cardiac output, and CO2, during oscillatory lower body pressure (LBP) (±20 mmHg at 0.01 and 0.06 Hz) at three static levels (-20, 0, and +20 mmHg). Static and dynamic changes in AP, cardiac output, and CO2 explained over 70% of the variation in CBF fluctuations. However, their contributions were different across frequencies and levels: dynamic AP changes explained a substantial proportion of the variation in faster CBF fluctuations (partial R2 = 0.75, standardized β = 0.83, P < 0.01), whereas those in CO2 explained the largest portion of the variation in slow fluctuations (partial R2 = 0.43, β = 0.51, P < 0.01). There was, however, a major contribution of slow dynamic AP changes during negative (β = 0.43) but not neutral (β = 0.05) or positive (β = -0.07) LBP. This highlights the differences in contributions of systemic variables to dynamic and static autoregulation and has important implications for understanding orthostatic intolerance. NEW & NOTEWORTHY While fluctuations in blood pressure drive faster fluctuations in cerebral blood flow, overall level of CO2 and the magnitude of its fluctuations, along with cardiac output, determine the magnitude of slow ones. The effect of slow blood pressure fluctuations on cerebrovascular responses becomes apparent only during pronounced central volume shifts (such as when standing). This underlines distinct but interacting contributions of static and dynamic changes in systemic hemodynamic variables to the cerebrovascular regulation.